CDD GSG Survey Results - June 2019
We at the CDD Secretariat sent out a FY19 year-end review survey to CDD GSG members in May and June.
The survey, which had 4 questions only, was a follow up to the earlier survey, to ensure that we continue to
serve the demands of the community. In total, we had 28 respondents to the survey. Below, please find a
snapshot of the survey results.
Q: Which of the following events and resources of the CDD CoP did you participate in or use in FY19? (we
had responses from 28 colleagues)
Most respondents participated in CDD events during GSURR Forum and BBLs, conferences and seminar. In
addition, participants used newsletter, operational support, peer review and helpdesk support and online
resource library in FY 19 (see figure 1).
Figure1: Which of the following events and resources of the CDD CoP did you participate in or use in
FY19? (check all that apply) 28 answered, 0 skipped
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Q: How useful was the CDD CoP to you in FY19? (we had responses from 28 colleagues)
Most respondents found the CDD CoP to be delivering services useful to them in FY 19 (see figure 2).
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Figure 2: Overall, how useful was the CDD community of
practice to you in FY19? 28 answered, 0 skipped
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Q: What are the 5 top topics of interest to you? (check all that apply – we had responses from 28
colleagues)
In identifying key topics that you would like us to focus on in FY20, “local economic development” and “FCV”
were the front runners (see figure 3). In addition, participants expressed interest in topics including
monitoring and evaluation, community benefit sharing, technology, social resilience, followed by a broad list
of other topics, including urban CDD, social inclusion, institutionalization, CDD in Territorial development, and
CDD specifically tailored for indigenous peoples.
Figure 3: What are the 5 top topics of interest to you? (check all that apply) 28 answered; 0 skipped
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Q: What type of activities and resources would you like to see more of in FY20? (Open-ended response - we
had responses from 20 colleagues)
Finally, when asked what you would like to see more of in FY20, we received lots of suggestions, including a
focus on knowledge sharing, operational support and a focus on expanding the knowledge base and building
talent. Below is a list of some key responses by category.
Knowledge-Sharing
o
o

Thematic learning exchanges among clients through Videocon; active engagement of the
community members to organize events that country offices can participate
More cross regional exchanges on particular topics; discussions on CDD in specific regions

Just In-time Support
o
o

FCV, LED and M&E related activities – Just in time support, clinics
Direct support to project design, preparation and M&E

Professional Development - Building Talent
o
o

CDD courses for GG or GH level staff
Build the pipeline of CDD TTLs; more networking opportunities

Knowledge Generation/ASA
o
o

Develop a “key design decision” tree for each main area of CDD.
More deep dives and more peer review
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